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Irreversible Dynamics of the Phase Boundary in U�Ru0:96Rh0:04�2Si2
and Implications for Ordering
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We report measurements and analysis of the specific heat and magnetocaloric effect-induced tem-
perature changes at the phase boundary into the single magnetic field-induced phase (phase II) of
U�Ru0:96Rh0:04�2Si2, which yield irreversible properties similar to those at the valence transition of
Yb1�xYxInCu4. To explain these similarities, we propose a bootstrap mechanism by which lattice
parameter changes caused by an electric quadrupolar order parameter within phase II become coupled
to the 5f-electron hybridization, giving rise to a valence change at the transition.
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The broken symmetry order parameter responsible for
the large specific heat anomaly at T0 � 17 K in URu2Si2
continues to be of interest owing to its elusive ‘‘hidden’’
nature [1,2]. While there has been no consensus on the
appropriate theoretical description of the ‘‘hidden order’’
(HO) phase [3–12], the key properties of the Fermi liquid,
upon which the HO parameter is manifested, can be under-
stood. Comprehensive de Haas–van Alphen (dHvA) mea-
surements [13] reveal heavy quasiparticles with Ising spin
degrees of freedom [14], indicating that nearly localized
5f-electron degrees of freedom contribute to the Fermi
liquid. Within an Anderson lattice scheme, hybridization
causes the itinerant quasiparticles to acquire the spin and
orbital degrees of freedom of the lowest lying crystal
electric field 5f2 multiplet [15]. Here, it is a �5 non-
Kramers doublet [6], making the quasiparticles in
URu2Si2 possess both electric quadrupole (EQ) and Ising
spin degrees of freedom [14].

Given the survival of ‘‘�5 quasiparticles’’ deep within
the HO phase I [13,14,16], one can further assert that this
phase must be explained by an itinerant �5 quasiparticle
model. This could also be an important factor in making an
itinerant EQ order parameter difficult to detect, as pro-
posed for exotic itinerant models [7,8,11,12]. Since the HO
parameter remains undetected, the existence of �5 quasi-
particles necessitates an alternative question: can itinerant
EQ degrees of freedom order, and, if so, how might such
ordering differ from the established local moment EQ
systems such as UPd3 [17]? Until such questions are
addressed by microscopic theory, an alternative approach
to exploring the question of EQ order is to tip the balance
of the interactions in favor of local moment EQ order of the
type seen in UPd3 [6,17]. In URu2Si2 this might be
achieved in two ways. One is by Rh doping, which shifts
the spectral weight of the 5f electrons away from the
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Fermi energy [18], weakening their hybridization. Rh dop-
ing also inhibits q-dependent itinerant mechanisms (nest-
ing) by smearing the states at the Fermi surface. The other
is by applying a strong magnetic field H, which enhances
the effect of local correlations near the metamagnetic
transition (at �0Hm � 37 T), causing the effective Fermi
temperature T� to collapse [19]. The partial polarization of
the f electrons induced by H also strongly favors the XY
order [20] (of EQ ‘‘pseudospins’’ orthogonal to the c axis)
over Ising-antiferromagnetic order [6].

In this Letter, we propose that the strain sensitivity of an
EQ order parameter couples it to the degree of 5f-electron
hybridization Vfc. The transition into phase II in
U�Ru0:96Rh0:04�2Si2 [21] (shown in Fig. 1) then acquires
thermodynamic similarities to the valence transition of
YbInCu4 [22,23], evident in both the magnetocaloric effect
(MCE) and specific heat Cp�T� data. Should a more local
EQ order [6,17] occur, the associated lattice parameter
changes can alter Vfc, which determines the effective
‘‘Kondo temperature’’ through the valence state of the
system [22–24].

The MCE is convenient for studyingH-dependent phase
boundaries [25]. The quasiadiabatic sample temperature T
is recorded while H is swept rapidly. When an order-
disorder transition is crossed, entropy conservation causes
an abrupt change �T in T. Typical �T measurements for
U�Ru0:96Rh0:04�2Si2 are shown in Fig. 1(b). The sudden
increase in T�H� on the H up sweep (red line) at �0H �
27 T indicates the onset of order: i.e., T increases to
conserve entropy. The system then relaxes through a
known thermal link to equilibrium with the bath before
the next phase boundary, exiting phase II, is encountered at
�0H � 38 T. Now �T changes sign as the ordered phase is
abandoned. �T is larger at the high H phase boundary,
owing to the larger jump in magnetization [21]. The mag-
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FIG. 2 (color). Irreversible �Tirr (circles) and reversible
�Trev (stars) MCE versus T for U�Ru0:96Rh0:04�2Si2 (solid sym-
bols) and YbInCu4 (open symbols). The data corresponding to
U�Ru0:96Rh0:04�2Si2 (YbInCu4) are linked to the right (left) and
upper (lower) axes. Red lines are fits to Ep�T� as described in the
text, while the black line is to guide the eye.
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FIG. 1 (color). (a) Phase diagram of U�Ru0:96Rh0:04�2Si2
determined by MCE (circles) and Cp�T� (star symbols).
Solid (open) circles indicate the phase boundary exiting (en-
tering) the ordered phase II. The lines represent the approximate
Fermi energy scale T�, as modified by correlations due to
metamagnetism [19]. (b) �T�H� for U�Ru0:96Rh0:04�2Si2 rescaled
	7 (	 15 at 2 K), with red (blue) indicating the rising (falling)
field. (c) �T�H� for YbInCu4, rescaled 	2.
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nitude of �T is also larger when entering phase II than
exiting it. This behavior reveals a dissipative (irreversible)
component �Tirr such that �T � �Trev � �Tirr, indicating
a 1st order transition.

While the combined MCE and thermal relaxation cause
asymmetry of �T�H�, the magnitude of �Trev retains the
same value at a 2nd order transition, merely changing sign
between rising and falling fields; i.e., it is reversible.
Irreversible (or dissipative) processes at a 1st order tran-
sition, for example, due to the pinning of domain bounda-
ries or metastability [26], introduce an additional �Tirr

component that is always positive. Pinning forces become
especially relevant if the order parameter involves charge
degrees of freedom, as in valence transitions and EQ
phases [6,23]. For a 1st order transition with both revers-
ible and irreversible characteristics, the two components
can be separated by taking the sum and difference between
the total �T observed on rising and falling H. Figure 2
shows �Trev and �Tirr for U�Ru0:96Rh0:04�2Si2 and
13640
Yb1�xYxInCu4 (with x � 0) thus extracted. In the case of
U�Ru0:96Rh0:04�2Si2, data is shown only for the lower criti-
cal field and the axes are rescaled for comparison. At
higher T, �Trev dominates the MCE in both materials, but
the vanishing entropy causes �Trev to vanish as T ! 0,
whereupon �Tirr dominates. The latter grows rapidly as
T ! 0, being especially clear in YbInCu4 owing to the
greater T range.

Similarities between U�Ru0:96Rh0:04�2Si2 and
Yb1�xYxInCu4 extend to Cp�T�. Figure 3 shows Cp�T�
for U�Ru0:96Rh0:04�2Si2 and Yb1�xYxInCu4 (with x � 0
and 0.1) measured at constant H using the thermal relaxa-
tion time method [25] (both during warming and cooling
using a small�1%–3%T increment). The first Cp�T� point
measured at each T on warming yields a larger value (solid
symbols) than subsequent points (open symbols), consis-
tent with the irreversibilities observed using the MCE.
However, unlike with the MCE, neither the first or subse-
quent points can be used to extract the precise entropy
change at the transition. The former includes the energy
absorbed by irreversible processes (depinning domain
boundaries, etc.) in addition to the equilibrium Cp�T�.
Once the sample has settled into a new metastable state
at each T, subsequent measurements have a much reduced
effect on its state, lowering the Cp�T� estimate. Type-II
superconductors are well known to give rise to a similar
irreversible behavior [27].

It is, nevertheless, worth emphasizing the primary dif-
ference between U�Ru0:96Rh0:04�2Si2 and Yb1�xYxInCu4.
The valence instability in Yb1�xYxInCu4 is the conse-
quence of multiple minima in its total free energy as a
function of the volume and Vfc [22,23]. One can consider
the mean value of the hybridization operator as the effec-
tive order parameter, although the f-electron density is the
usual choice. Such an order parameter is nonsymmetry
3-2
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FIG. 3 (color). Cp�T� at different values of H measured on
(a) U�Ru0:96Rh0:04�2Si2 for �0H < 34 T, (b) U�Ru0:96Rh0:04�2Si2
for �0H � 34 T, and (c) Yb1�xYxInCu4 (with x � 0:1) using a
superconducting magnet. Solid symbols represent Cp measured
with the first heat pulse on warming up, while open symbols
represent the average of subsequent heat pulses. The inset shows
Cp�T� for pure URu2Si2 at 36 T.
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breaking, making it analogous to the boiling point of a
liquid. However, unlike the valence instabilities in
Yb1�xYxInCu4 and Ce0:8Th0:1La0:1 [22–24], the transition
into phase II is of 2nd order in pure URu2Si2, as depicted in
the inset to Fig. 3(b) [25,28], unambiguously establishing
broken symmetry. It evolves into a large 1st order anomaly
only as phase II grows to dominate the phase diagram on
Rh doping [19,21]. Phase II in U�Ru;Rh�2Si2 occurs also
only under strong magnetic fields in a regime where the
local 5f moments become liberated by the suppression of
T� (i.e., heavy Fermi liquid bandwidth) [19]. Since T�

becomes small compared to its transition temperature
(Tv � 7:8 K) near Hm, the energy scale of the quasipar-
ticles becomes irrelevant compared to the effective ex-
change interactions between the local �5 pseudospin
degrees of freedom. An effective antiferromagnetic ex-
change interaction prevents the �5 moments from full
alignment along H. A canted peudospin phase results
from the competition betweenH and the antiferromagnetic
exchange. This corresponds to a large Z component (uni-
form magnetization) along H with a finite XY component
13640
that orders according to the exchange interaction. A stag-
gered EQ moment (XY component of the �5 doublet) is
then the most natural candidate for the order parameter of
phase II. This scenario also explains why phase II is first
induced and later suppressed as a function of H. Upon
drawing an analogy with field-induced XY antiferromag-
nets [20], Hc1 is then the critical field required to liberate
the 5f moments, while Hc2 is the field required to saturate
the magnetization, reducing the XY component to zero.
Such a broken symmetry order parameter, here involving a
change in lattice parameters so as to change Vfc within
phase II, would provide a rather effective bootstrap mecha-
nism for both ensuring its stability and causing the tran-
sition to become 1st order like that in YbInCu4. A change
in Vfc is implicit to the large changes in strain at high
magnetic fields recently observed in pure URu2Si2 by
Correa et al. [29].

Having established that the f-electron valence is
strongly coupled to the thermodynamics of both
U�Ru0:96Rh0:04�2Si2 and Yb1�xYxInCu4, further analysis
of the irreversible processes are required in order to under-
stand Fig. 2. The increase in �Tirr as T ! 0 is consistent
with the loss of thermal fluctuations, which would other-
wise enable the domain boundaries to overcome pinning
forces and undergo creep at finite T. Type II superconduc-
tors provide a good analogue for understanding creep [30],
with the supercurrents sustained by pinned vortices being
replaced in the present valence systems by the magnetic
currents associated with the magnetization difference �M
between domains. To model the present experimental data,
we introduce a phenomenological model for the nonequi-
librium energy Ep�T� / exp�U0=kBT� � exp�U0=kBTv�

stored due to pinning. While it is �M that enables the
system to store energy, it is ultimately the pinning force
that limits the total storage capacity of the sample. In a
thermal activation model, like that described above, the
strength of the pinning is most conveniently parameterized
in terms of a potential U0 [30]. Here, we must also in-
troduce a second constant term containing the optimum
(maximum) transition temperature Tv to constrain the
model so that Ep�T� vanishes when �M ! 0 and T !
Tv. Tv � 7:8 K at � 34 T in U�Ru0:96Rh0:04�2Si2 [see
Fig. 4(a)] while Tv � 40 K at H � 0 in Yb1�xYxInCu4.
On sweeping the magnetic field, Ep�T;H� manifests itself
as an irreversible (hysteretic) contribution to the magneti-
zation �Mirr [31]. This energy is released as heat when the
phase boundary is crossed, giving rise to the irreversible
contribution �Tirr. Upon making a rather simple assump-
tion that �Tirr�T� / Ep�T�, fits of Ep�T� in Fig. 2 reproduce
the experimental data rather well for U�Ru0:96Rh0:04�2Si2
and Yb1�xYxInCu4, yielding U0 � 1:0
 0:3 K for both
systems. Time-dependent magnetization measurements of
Yb1�xYxInCu4 (with x � 0:1) in Fig. 4(b) provide rather
direct evidence for metastability and creep, revealing that,
after cooling the sample partway through the transition, the
magnetization changes slowly under a constant H and T,
3-3
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FIG. 4 (color). (a) Magnetization as a function of field at sev-
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having an approximate logarithmic time dependence. The
large critical fields prevent an equivalent study from being
made on U�Ru0:96Rh0:04�2Si2.

In contrast to the MCE, the difference in Cp�T� between
the first and subsequent heat pulses presented in Fig. 3
cannot be utilized to extract Ep�T�. Nevertheless, the in-
ability of U�Ru0:96Rh0:04�2Si2 to store a significant non-
equilibrium energy as �M ! 0 at �34 T may account for
the loss of irreversibility in Cp�T� in Fig. 3(b) at that field.

In summary, we have shown that the irreversible prop-
erties of the transition into the field-induced phase
(phase II) of U�Ru0:96Rh0:04�2Si2 are very similar to that
associated with the valence transition of Yb1�xYxInCu4.
While the transition into phase II is of 2nd order in pure
URu2Si2, the combined effect of H and Rh-doping on T�

favors local moment ordering. This enables phase II to
become much more efficient at minimizing the total free
energy of the system compared to the other phases, there-
fore dominating the phase diagram in U�Ru0:96Rh0:04�2Si2.
On considering the local electric quadrupolar degrees of
freedom of a lowest energy �5 doublet [14], an antiferro-
quadrupolar order parameter is the more natural choice.
Such an order parameter is known to be sensitive to the
effect of strain, which could then explain why it becomes
strongly coupled to Vfc and the 5f valence. In contrast to
the HO phase I, local moment ordering within phase II
should lend itself more easily to the established local
spectroscopic probes such as nuclear quadrupole resonance
and resonant x-ray scattering [17].

The itinerant order parameter responsible for the low H
HO phase I in pure URu2Si2 may instead lend itself more
accessible to probes that are suitable for studying itinerant
quasiparticles, such as the dHvA effect. Such probes have
already revealed the Zeeman splitting of quasiparticles
with Ising spin degrees of freedom [14], but should be
extended to studying the equivalent splitting of EQ degrees
13640
of freedom by applying uniaxial strain in the X or Y
direction.
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